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This article examines the relationship between local enforcement
and forests used as commons. It uses a unique multicountry
dataset, created over the past 15 years by the International
Forestry Resources and Institutions Research Program. Drawing on
original enforcement and forest commons data from 9 countries,
we find that higher levels of local enforcement have a strong and
positive but complex relationship to the probability of forest
regeneration. This relationship holds even when the influence of a
number of other factors such as user group size, subsistence, and
commercial importance of forests, size of forest, and collective
action for forest improvement activities is taken into account.
Although several of the above factors have a statistically signifi-
cant relationship to changes in the condition of forest commons,
differences in levels of local enforcement strongly moderate their
link with forest commons outcomes. The research, using data from
diverse political, social, and ecological contexts, shows both the
importance of enforcement to forest commons and some of the
limits of forest governance through commons arrangements.

governance � sustainability � collective action � local institutions �
forest regeneration

This article investigates how local enforcement is related to
changes in the condition of forest commons. Important clues

to the above research question can be found in the broader
literature on the commons. Indeed, in the past 2 decades,
scholarly work on commons and common property has led to the
formation of one of the more productive research programs in
the social sciences, comprising thousands of peer-reviewed ar-
ticles, research monographs, and books (1–4). Researchers have
identified new substantive areas of investigation to which insights
from earlier work can be applied (5). Their findings have been
used in new policies related to natural resource governance in
countries around the world (6, 7).

Forest commons are forests used in common by a large
number of heterogeneous users. Essentially, they are forests for
which the boundaries of the resource, the identity of the user
group, and property rights to benefits from the resource are well
defined. Users have a stake in good governance of forest
commons and central governments formally or informally rec-
ognize local interests in and claims to the resource. Understand-
ing how forest commons can be managed and governed better is
important: they comprise nearly 18% of global forest area (7, 8).
They make crucial contributions to livelihoods, carbon seques-
tration, and biodiversity conservation, in addition to many other
local and global ecosystem services. Indeed, their contributions
to local livelihoods far exceed their territorial extent—more than
a billion people are estimated to depend at least partially on
different kinds of benefits drawn from forest commons. They
constitute tightly coupled social-ecological systems, character-
ized by reciprocal feedback loops and threshold effects (9).

Commons researchers have repeatedly highlighted the impor-
tance of collective action and institutions to successful gover-
nance of forest commons (1, 10–14). Indeed, the literature on
forest commons, both through original studies and synthetic
reviews, has identified several factors that are relevant to explain
variations in outcomes related to sustainability of resource use
and management (12, 15, 16). Recent research has also high-

lighted the lack of a clear relationship between the health of a
forest and its ownership regime, whether it is state, private, or
common property (1, 17). Even as scholars of commons recog-
nize that a large number of different causal processes are
typically at work, they focus on local enforcement as one of the
more important features of sustainable forest governance (11,
18, 19).

The attention to enforcement is not misplaced (20). Forests
yield multiple benefits and products: among them fodder, fire-
wood, timber, and many non-timber products (21, 22). Multiple
stakeholders advance competing claims to such benefits from
forest commons (23). Scholars have pointed to the importance
of coupling rules governing access to forest commons to specific
social-ecological contexts (6, 24). However, without effective
enforcement of such rules against those who would extract excess
benefits—illegally, in excess of due allocation, and/or beyond the
capacity of the resource system to supply—sustainability will
remain elusive. Enforcement, and its relationship with other
factors that affect changes in forest condition, is critical to
sustainable governance of forest commons. Understanding en-
forcement is therefore an important element in advancing the
frontiers of the sciences of sustainability. Building on the knowl-
edge that forest commons are complex social-ecological systems,
it is imperative that the role of enforcement be investigated in
combination with other factors, taking into account the com-
plexities of potential relationships.

In light of the importance accorded to enforcement, especially
local enforcement (18, 25), our research uses a sample of 152
cases from 9 countries to study its relationship with changes in
the condition of forest commons. Our analysis examines local
enforcement in conjunction with 4 other factors also viewed as
being central to the sustainable governance of forest commons:
size of forests, collective action around forests (with a focus on
improvement activities), user group size, and dependence on
forests. The analysis also explores how local enforcement mod-
erates the impact of these 4 factors.

Following the lead of studies of deforestation, much of the
existing literature on forest commons assumes that given factors
have a linear relationship with forest commons outcomes—
whether improvements or declines in forest condition. This is
however a hasty assumption. There is no reason to assume
congruence in how different causal factors affect forest regen-
eration versus degradation. Further, it is possible for the influ-
ence of one factor on any forest outcome to vary with changes
in the value of another factor. Our analytical approach allows for
the possibility that a factor—for example, the degree of subsis-
tence dependence—may have different associations with degra-
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dation and regeneration. As examined later, the analysis suggests
that although larger number of users is associated with increasing
probability of regeneration up to a certain point, no statistically
significant relationship exists between the number of users and
probability of degradation. It therefore becomes important to
understand how each factor relates to changes in forest condition
while taking into account other factors that affect forest outcomes.

Results
The dataset includes observations from 152 forests distributed
across 9 countries (Fig. 1). Our dependent variable is ‘‘Change
in Forest Condition over the Last Five Years.’’ It is a categorical
variable denoting 3 outcomes: ‘‘Degradation’’ (47% of the
cases), ‘‘No Change’’ (15%), and ‘‘Regeneration’’ (37%), and
was derived from interviews with local users, forest guards and
monitoring agents, and forestry specialists. Details on the pro-
tocols used for data collection are provided in accompanying
supporting information (SI) Text. We used a discrete choice
multinomial logit model to predict the outcome in every forest
(n � 152; LR �2 (20) � 115.73, Pr � �2 � 0.0000; PseudoR2 �
0.3779). The model includes variables described in the literature
as important for explaining change in forest condition (SI Text,
Table S1). The model correctly predicts nearly 70% of the cases
(Pearson’s Test, �2 (4) � 81.97, Pr � 0.0000, Fisher’s Exact Test,
Pr � 0.0000)(for details of the statistical analysis, please see
Table S2 and Table S3). Using a simple mid-point threshold
(Pr � � 0.5), the cases that the model is unable to predict are

distributed equally across the 3 forest condition outcomes,
indicating that the accuracy of model predictions is not skewed
in favor of one outcome over others (Table S3).

Our analysis indicates that forests with a higher probability of
regeneration are likely to be small to medium in size with low
levels of subsistence dependence, low commercial value, high
levels of local enforcement, and strong collective action for
improving the quality of the forest. Larger forests in the sample
with high subsistence dependence, low enforcement, and high
commercial value have a higher probability of having degraded.
While the influence of individual factors—group size, patch size,
collective action, subsistence dependence, and commercial val-
ue—is as predicted, the ensuing analysis demonstrates the
significant role played by the level of enforcement in moderating
the influence of these factors on changes in the condition of
forest commons. We present these findings below in greater
detail.

Local Enforcement, Collective Action, and Changes in Forest Condition.
Probability of degradation of a forest declines monotonically
with increases in the level of local enforcement; the probability
of regeneration increases with levels of enforcement as expected
(Fig. 2). Controlling for other factors, the size of the forest has
the opposite effect—larger forests are associated with low
probability of regeneration and high probability of degradation
(Fig. 3). Forests with high levels of enforcement are far more
likely to have regenerated compared to those with no enforce-

Fig. 1. Location and characteristics of forest commons in the sample. Representing a wide range of social–ecological contexts (Upper), the 152 forest commons
also encompass variation in biophysical features (topography and size) and utility of forests (subsistence and commercial value). Sampled forest commons range
from very small (� 5 ha) to very large (� 5000 ha) and are roughly equally distributed across low, medium, and highly steep slopes, low and high dependence
of local users for firewood, and low and high commercial value of the forest resources (Lower).
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ment even for large sized forests, underscoring the importance
of enforcement (Fig. 3). Forests where local communities have
undertaken collective action related to improvement activities
(planting of saplings and clearing of debris and plant matter) are
more likely to have regenerated. But more importantly, such
forests respond better to increasing levels of enforcement, so that
a forest with improvement activities has a more than 50%
probability of regeneration at a medium level of enforcement,
compared to a 25% probability for regeneration for forests
without any improvement activities but the same level of en-
forcement (Fig. 4). Change in level of enforcement has a similar
effect on the relationship between change in forest condition and
improvement activities—higher levels of enforcement are asso-
ciated with an increase in the probability of forest regeneration
and with a lower probability of degradation.

Local Enforcement, Forest Use/Dependence, and Changes in Forest
Condition. The absolute number of individuals using a forest for
subsistence has almost no relationship with the probability of
degradation and a slightly positive relationship with regenera-
tion, after controlling for other factors (Fig. 5). Our analysis
suggests that instead of the absolute number of users it may be
more important to investigate the nature of demands on a forest
to identify how use and dependence are related to changes in
forest condition. We find that the probability of degradation
increases and probability of regeneration decreases with increas-
ing proportion of firewood needs supplied from a forest (Fig. 6).
The relationship between high firewood dependence and change
in forest condition is moderated, however, by the level of

Fig. 2. Relationship of level of enforcement with the predicted probability
that a forest has degraded or regenerated. The level of successful enforce-
ment (x axis) varies between 0 � no enforcement and 5 � strict enforcement.
Probabilities are calculated holding all other variables at their median values.

Fig. 3. Relationship between the size of the forest commons and the predicted probabilities of degradation and regeneration. Each curve represents change
in probability of degradation (Left) and regeneration (Right) with change in the log of forest size for a given level of enforcement, holding all other variables
in the model at their median values.
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Fig. 4. Relationship of level of enforcement with the predicted probability
that a forest has degraded or regenerated, conditional on collective action
around forest commons. Each curve represents the predicted probability with
or without the presence of collective action around forests, holding all other
variables at their median values. The level of successful enforcement (x axis)
varies between 0 � no enforcement and 5 � strict enforcement.
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enforcement. Forests that supply higher levels of firewood and
have high levels of enforcement have a more than 60% proba-
bility of regeneration, compared to less than 20% for forests with
similar firewood dependence but no local enforcement (Fig. 6).

The probability of degradation increases with the commercial
value of forests. Local enforcement plays an important role,
however. Forests with high levels of local enforcement are far
less likely to be in a degraded condition compared to those
without any local enforcement, even for commercially valuable
forests (Fig. 7). The relationship between forest regeneration,
local enforcement, and commercial value is more complex and

shows distinct differences across levels of enforcement. For
forests without any local enforcement, the probability of regen-
eration is low and declines with increase in commercial value, as
expected. However, for high levels of local enforcement, the
probability of regeneration increases with increases in commer-
cial value before it starts to decrease for the highest commercial
value forests in our sample (Fig. 7). Overall, commercially
valuable forests have a high probability of regeneration when
accompanied with high levels of enforcement.

The results, when taken together, shed light on several factors
associated with improvements and declines in the condition of

Fig. 5. Relationship between the size of the user group and the predicted probabilities of degradation and regeneration. Each curve represents change in
probability of degradation (Left) and regeneration (Right) with change in the group size for a given level of enforcement, holding all other variables in the model
at their median values.

Fig. 6. Relationship between subsistence dependence (measured as firewood supplied from the forest commons for household consumption) and the predicted
probabilities of degradation and regeneration. Each curve represents change in probability of degradation (Left) and regeneration (Right) with change in the
percent firewood supplied from the forest for a given level of enforcement, holding all other variables in the model at their median values.
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forest commons. One of the more significant finding relates to
the combinations of factors associated with different out-
comes—forest degradation and regeneration. Our analytical
strategy allows us to explore the extent to which the effect of a
factor is moderated by another factor. The analysis confirms
findings from other studies regarding the effects of factors such
as forest size and dependence on forests. But it also highlights the
mitigating influence of local enforcement and local collective
action for forest outcomes, even in the case of large forests or
those where users depend significantly on the forest for their
firewood needs.

Discussion
Statistical analysis of data on forest commons from 9 countries
allows us to examine the association between local enforcement
and forest-related outcomes in a variety of ways: it confirms that
better local enforcement is associated with a higher probability
of forest regeneration. It sheds light on how 2 factors represent-
ing different aspects of collective action (forest size and im-
provement activities) are related to changes in forest condition
at different levels of enforcement. It also shows how different
types of use and extraction pressures on forests (user group size,
subsistence dependence, and commercial importance of forest
commons) affect the probability of regeneration or degradation
of forest commons.

Although a number of earlier studies of forest commons have
argued for the critical importance of local enforcement in
understanding what happens to commons resources, few studies
have drawn upon a large dataset from multiple countries and
used this data to understand how enforcement works in con-
junction with other important variables. The observed impor-
tance of local enforcement across the sampled cases is in
conformity with findings of a number of earlier studies of forest
and other commons. However, few existing studies are based on
data collected from multiple countries using the same methods.
Nor do most existing studies take into account the different
factors that the literature on the commons has identified as being
relevant to observed outcomes (15). Our study takes into
account a subset of such factors repeatedly identified in empir-
ical studies as being highly relevant to the condition of forest
commons.

The analysis shows that higher levels of local enforcement are
closely associated with increases in the predicted probability of
regeneration and declines in the predicted probability of forest
degradation across a variety of ecological and social contexts
even when a number of other factors are taken into account.
Because our analysis is based on a sample of forest commons
located in multiple social and ecological contexts, it underscores
the robustness of earlier research focusing on local enforcement
as being key to protecting and using valuable commons resources
(18, 25).

Our analysis goes further. The additional variables included in
the study point to the importance of examining enforcement
simultaneously with other factors. It sheds light on the specific
features of user groups and forests best suited to local governance
as commons. Precisely because enforcement is key to successful
commons governance, our inclusion of factors related to improve-
ment activities undertaken by users of forest commons and the size
of forests used as commons become important. The presence of
improvement activities in a forest commons leads to physical
improvement of the forest stock—but it also indicates a user group
that is able to initiate collective action and bear the costs of such
action to improve the condition of its resource.

The finding that larger commons, somewhat counterintu-
itively, are more likely to have undergone degradation of forests
(and smaller commons improvements in forest condition) again
indicates the importance of institutional factors in shaping what
happens in and to forests. Larger patches of forests are less easy
to monitor and control. The largest forests in our sample are
more than 5,000 hectares. Small groups of forest users would
typically find it harder to maintain a close watch over areas this
big—herein lies a lesson. The advocacy on behalf of common
property arrangements needs to recognize the difficulties asso-
ciated with communal governance of resources that have a
significant territorial spread.

The study uncovers implications of other factors that have often
been viewed as important in explaining resource condition such as
user numbers and commercial importance of forests. Admittedly, a
number of studies using data from specific locations have identified
varying types of relationships between group size and resource
condition (12, 26). Our study suggests, however, that when analysis
takes into account the types of uses to which forests are put, the

Fig. 7. Relationship between enforcement, commercial value, and change in forest condition. (Left) Changes in predicted probabilities of degradation and
regeneration (y axis) with increases in commercial value of the forest commons (x axis), holding all other variables at their median values. (Center and Right)
Moderating effect of the level of enforcement on the relationship between commercial value (x axis) and change in forest condition (y axis).
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alleged negative relationship between absolute number of users and
changes in forest condition turns out not to be important.

We also refine the ways in which existing research has treated the
notion of dependence on forests. We differentiate between 2
aspects of dependence—commercial and subsistence—and find
that these 2 have quite different relationships with the predicted
probability of changes in forest condition. Moreover, we show that
the association between probability of regeneration and commer-
cial value of forest commons is positive for high levels of enforce-
ment and negative for low levels. The analysis demonstrates that
much of the existing literature that tries to identify a link between
forest outcomes and dependence without taking into account the
moderating effect of institutional factors underspecifies the rela-
tionship. It is not surprising, therefore, that different studies have
found conflicting relationships between dependence and changes in
the condition of commons (27, 28).

In contrast to studies at the national or global level that attribute
changes in forest condition primarily to demographic and market
variables, our analysis of local enforcement and forest commons
draws upon and tests the inferences of a large case-study literature
on the forest commons. Indeed, our study assumes importance in
part because it is one of the first to extend early work on commons
that examined the importance of enforcement in conjunction with
a large number of other causal factors using case data on locally
governed commons from multiple countries (14). Few later studies
have attempted to examine either qualitative or quantitative evi-
dence from multiple countries, while also taking into account the
role of additional relevant factors. In significant part because our
sampled cases span a variety of contexts in which forest commons
exist, the analysis helps assess the extent to which local enforcement
is a key factor in understanding forest commons outcomes and how
it is related to such factors as dependence of user groups on forests,
forest patch, and user group size, and collective action around the
forest commons. In so doing, it identifies better the connections
between local enforcement, commons outcomes, and sustainability
science.

Materials and Methods
Our data were collected as part of the larger data collection effort undertaken
by the International Forestry Resources and Institutions Program (IFRI)
(www.umich.edu/�ifri). The research program was founded in 1992 and
currently works with 10 collaborating research centers in 9 countries as
research partners. All IFRI data were collected through 10 research instru-

ments that focus on different aspects of forests, user groups, and institutions
in a given location. IFRI research protocols are shown in Fig. S1. The objective
of the data collection is to identify the connections between social and
ecological processes in diverse forested landscapes. Over the past decade and a
half, IFRI researchers have collected data in more than 200 settlements in 10
different countries. IFRI researchers gain a common understanding of the basic
concepts and data collection strategies through a research and training seminar
required of researchers interested in collecting data using IFRI instruments.

The collected data have been computerized in a database that can be used
to analyze a variety of forest-people-institutional relationships. The dataset
used for the analysis in this article has been drawn from the larger IFRI
database and covers all cases for which information is available on all of the
factors included in the analysis (Table S1). The selected cases of forest com-
mons are distributed across different forest types and topography and provide
a variety of benefits to users depending on them.

Data were analyzed using STATA version 9.2. The outcome variable—
Change in Forest Condition—is categorical with 3 levels, denoting ‘‘Degrada-
tion,’’ ‘‘No Change,’’ and ‘‘Regeneration.’’ A Generalized Linear Model was fit
to the data, regressing ‘‘Change in Forest Condition’’ on a variety of indepen-
dent variables (Table S2 and Table S3). A Generalized Ordered Logit model
showed that the assumption of equal proportional odds across the 3 outcome
categories was violated for several independent variables (P � 0.01 using �2

statistic, Brant test of Parallel Regression Assumption). The model was there-
fore implemented using Multinomial Logit to avoid the equal proportional
odds assumption, losing some efficiency in the process. However, the final
model was resilient to a series of postestimation tests. Likelihood Ratio tests
for independent variables (Ho: B � 0) and Wald tests for simple and composite
linear hypotheses about individual parameters with a Bonferroni adjustment
were not significant for any variable. The Small–Hsiao test for the assumption
of Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) was not significant (Degra-
dation equation: �2 � 16.37; Pr��2 � 0.128, Regeneration equation: �2 �
16.84; Pr��2 � 0.113). Standard Errors calculated using the Huber-White
Sandwich estimator did not produce significantly different results.

Graphs were produced using the SPOST suite in STATA 9.2. Model parameters
were used to predict probabilities for outcomes by specifying different values for
the independent variables. All other variables, except for those being displayed
in the graph, were held at their median value in the sample so as to ensure that
the predicted probabilities would not be affected by skewness in the distribution
of any of the variables included in the model. See Dataset S1.
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